


    All birdwatchers are liars. The RSPB are liars. The BTO are liars.

       These people all love to feel important. That’s why they make up birds like the “bearded tit”.

I ain’t never seen a bearded tit, and I’ve done literally hours of birdseening in the last six months.

The reality is that there are only eight British bird species.
All these ones the “experts” come up with are, at best, pedantic nit-picking 
about slightly different markings and, at worst, out-right lies.

this is a picture of a “bearded tit” 
crying because it does not exist

This book is a book that I done so you can look at the book and know what a bird you 
seen is. It tells the truth about what the real birds are and gives you some information and 
that.

Cheers then.

yours, Paul Thomas Miller

aka baldmonkey off of www.baldmonkeyseenabird.wordpress.com



You can use this flow diagram to identify 
ANY birds you seen. Just answer the ques-
tions and follow the lines until you get to one 
of the eight GENUINE British bird species at 
the bottom. (NB: forrin birds don’t count)



IDENTIFICATION:
crows are easily identified because 
they are black HABITS:

all crows are compulsively 
scottish. they like to watch 
wrestling too.VOICE:

crows mostly go CAW like 
that. a bit like seagulls but 
more scottish.

HABITAT:
crows live in trees i expect

FOOD: crows eat food

POPULATION:
There are at least seven crows. I seen them 
in a graveyard the other day. So.



pigeons are dirty animals covered in germs. try to only seen a pigeon through 
a binoculars to avoid catching anything.
this one time i seen a pigeon with no feet.

women catch all their social diseases from feeding pigeons and 

then not washing their hands.

you can recognise a pigeon by it doing at least one of 

the following:
1. saying “coo” or similar
2. being grey or similar
3. having a sort of bobbly bit on its beak
4. being germsy
5. having bad legs



Everyone knows that if it is small and brown and birdlike it is a sparrow. The 
end. You can seen a sparrow all over the place. They are so common, right.

Sometimes it has a grey bit or yellow bit or white bit. Not much though. It 
ain’t a robin.

DISTRIBUTION: AND 
STATUS:

Common as muck. I mean 
really common. Like I seen 
one just leaving my house 
once. Me leaving my house. 
Not the sparrow.
I mean, I was leaving my 
house and i seen a sparrow.

FOOD:

Insects. Or seeds. I expect.



basically, if you seen a sparrow but it is a bit colourful, that’s a robin.

anyone says different is a dirty rspb liar.



“The kestrel sat upon his perch
While no one went within
And lo, the lion at once was slain
By the kestrel’s wicked twin”

Wordsworth wrote that.

Or shakespear. or both

Kestrels are those birds you seen what go about all kill-beak and murders.

A fresh Kestrel can manage a child upto about five years old every day.

NESTING:
kestrels nest on mountains. kestrels 
instinctively know if a mountain is 
about to turn all volcano and erupt 
and will move nest before the property 
devalues. all kestrel nests are bamboo



These birds are elegant, gar-
gantuan, waders. They feed 
mainly on water gammons like 
fish and crabs and nemo out of 
finding nemo.
Some herons spread their 
wings while fishing in order to 
confuse the fish into all think-
ing he is a jesus and they are 
saved.
Fish are not saved.
God hates fishes.

they can easily be identified by their wet feet and oafish lumbering 
walkings.

SIZE: 23inches - 15foot

FOUND: anywhere with a waters:     lake, pond, river, swimming pool, 
stream, shore, sea, ocean, marina, brook, bathroom, gulf



seagulls are evil

one time i seen a seagull in a riot and he was all pushing people in wheelchairs 
into ponds and stealing their watches.

LENGTH: 10-70cm, WEIGHT: 
100-1500g, WHERE TO LOOK: 
a sea, NEST: masonry/boat, 
EGGS: half a dozen medium barn, 
FOOD: Gary Rhodes or similar, 
VOICE: proper noisy though like 
really proper noisy and there ain’t 
no need neither.

young seagulls are brown. old seagulls are multicoloured. 

this accounts for lies from the RSPB such as “That is a 

dotterel” or “That is a puffin”.

It ain’t.                       
 It’s a seagull.

RSPB probably really stands for Royal Society for the 
Propagation of Lies. But a rude word at the end. The 
RSPB use words like that. I don’t.



L - 25-75cm         WSP - exactly 60cm          WT - 2-1700g

ducks are the only mammal in the bird family.

they live on bread and sunshine which is why they are always happy.

like mood rings, ducks change their plumage to reflect their emotional 
state

red ducks are depressed.

you never see a red duck.

if you do, you are probably mistaken and looking at a seagull.

duck beaks are blunt. this is an evolutionary thing. it probably makes it 
easier to turn the pages of self-help books.



here is a bird I made up

just like the RSPB and BTO do

i call it the baldmonkey bird

THE END.


